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Maximal Degrees for Young Diagrams in a Strip
RICHARD ASKEY AND AMITAI REGEV
Among the partitions of n with at most I parts, A/(n), we (approximately) locate A E A/(n)
whose degree d" is maximal. These A and d" are determined by the zeros of Hermite polynomials.
The notation coincides with that of [4, § I]: Par( n) is the set of all partitions of nand
A,(n) ~ Par(n) are those partitions with at most 1parts. As usual, d, denotes the number
of standard Young tableaux on the corresponding Young diagram DA.
In this note we try to find and to locate max{dAIA E A,(n)}. The analogous question
concerning max{dAIA E Par(n)} was done asymptotically, as n ~ 00, in [2]. Our solution
also deals with the question asymptotically as n ~ 00.
We show: Let x~l) < ... < xl') be the zeros of the I-th Hermite polynomial H,(x). Fix
1 and let n~oo. Then max{dAIAEA,(n)} occurs at
( ( )1/2 ( )1/2)_ ~ (I) ~ ~ I ~A- l+xI 1 ,,,., l+x I 1 .
For such A,
I
d
A
= l'(I+I)/4(2e)-I(I-I)/4(27T)o-I)/2 n-(I-I)('+2)/41" IT //2.
j=2
The asymptotic density of {xj!)} allow us to draw the approximate shape of such DAwhen
1 is large.
Refer now to [4]: By F.Ll, if
_(~ 1/2 ~ 1/2)A- r»: ,,,., l+cln EAI(n,a,8)
then
d = D (c C) e- I(CT+"'+CT)/2 n-('-I)(I+2)/41"A I], ••• , , 'YI ,
"~oo
Moreover, using F.1.4 and F.1.6 one can show that there are a, 8> 0 such that max{dAIA E
A,(n)} occurs inside A,(n, a, 8). Let
j,(x) = j,(x" , XI) = D,(x" ... , x,) e-'(xT+"'+XT)/2
il, = {(x" , X,)IXI;3' •. ;3 XI, XI +... +x, =O}~ R'.
In summary:
Let A = (nj 1+c1n l / 2, ••• , nj1+cln 1/ 2)E A,(n) maximize dA• Then
d = D (c c) e- l(cT+"+CT)/2 n-('-I)(I+2)/41"A '" ••• , I 'YI ,
"~oo
where (c" ... , c,) is the point where j,(x) has its maximum on il,.
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Dilate: 11 /2C/ /2= bj, so
D ( ) -'(c f +· · ·+ c f )/ 2 = 1-'('-1 )/4D (b b) e - (b; +· · ·+b f )/ 2, Cl>'" ,C, e , l a ••• , , ,
d () ( ) _ (x 2+· · · +x 2)/2 has its maxi n (b b)an g, x = D, XI> ••• ,x, e I I as Its maximum over HI at I> ••• , t r-
The question of maximizing g,(x ) over R' as well as other similar functions, was solved
by Stieltjes around 1885. See [6] for a statement of his result. The proof of a related result
is outlined in [5]. Szego [7, sections 6.7 and 6.71] gave the details for a number of problems
of this type, but treated a different problem in the case that leads to Hermite polynomials.
The details for this particular problem were given by Mehta [3, AA].
THEOREM. Let H,(x) be the l-th Hermite polynomial,
- x'H () ( 1)1 d ' -x'
e I X = - dx' e ,
and let X~')<··· <xl') be its zeros. The maximum ofg,(x) (XE R') is unique and obtained
at (x~'>' ... , xII», and
,
g(xl'), . .. , x~'» = (2e)-'(I-I)/4 Il i'" .
j=2
Note : Since H,(-x) = (-l)'H,(x), X~')+·· ·+xll)=o and so (xll ), .. . ,x~I)En"
CONCLUSION
Fix I. As n~ 00, max{d, IAE A,( n)} occurs when
( ( )1/2 ( )1/2).i: (I) !!. !!. (I) !!.A - r» I , ... , l+ x 1 I '
x~1) < . . .< xII) being the zeros of H,(x). For this A,
1
d" = /'(I+I)/4(2e)-/(I-I)/4(27T) (I-')/2n- ('-I )('+2)/4/" Il / /2.j=2
The asymptotic behavior of {xj')JI :S;;j:S;; Il, I~oo can be found. One reference is [I]:
THEOREM. Write xj' )=(21)1/2g(t), t=-I+(2J!l), l:S;;j:S;;1. As I~oo, t=
1+2/ 7T[g(1- e)I/2 - arc cos g], and dt/ dg = (4/ 7T)(1- e)I /2.
This result can be used to draw an approximation to D" with maximal d", AE A,(n).
Write tj=-I +(2j)/1 so g(tj)=xj' )/(21)1 /2. The inverse function is
t = h(g) = I +(;)[g(1- e)I /2_ arc cos H -1:s;; g:s;; I,
(-1 ,-11
(1,11
FIGURE 1
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and if tj=h(gj) then ~=x(I)/(21)1/2. Define kn(g) = l[h(U(2n)1/2) +1]/2. Let j=
1,2, ... ,1. If j = kn(gJ it easily follows that ~ = xyl)(n/ 1)1/2. Now draw the graph of
t = kn(g) and complete it, on the left, to a 'diagram' of height 1 as indicated in Figure 2.
(I
4-(2n)112_)<:1
t~I-------------------",----:'-"- -L 1__
_ (2n)1/2~ ~
I
"I
FIGURE 2
This approximates DA with maximal dA, AE A,(n). To make it into a diagram, draw
inside it the 1+ 1 lines Lo, L h ... , L,: Lj is of height j above the g axis and is of lengthILJ If 1 is large and fixed, and n is very large, it follows that
( )
1/ 2
LlLjlJ = ILjl = f+x] f
(lxJ is the integer part of x). Finally construct the Young diagram with row lengths
LlL,-ilJ,O,,;;;;j,,;;;;l-l.
It now follows: If 1 is large and n is very large, then the above diagram approximates
the diagram DA with maximal d., AE A,(n).
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